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True Red: Th e Li f e of an Ex -Mon grel Mob Gan g
Leader
By Tuhoe 'bruno' Isaac

True Red. Paperback. Condition: New. 12 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.1in. x 0.7in.Wearing the
colour red, living by the law of lawlessness and having the patch with the emblem of the mighty
bulldog on your back was what ex-Mongrel Mob leader Tuhoe Bruno Isaac called being True Red.
Because all levels of society hated us we created a new society of hatred symbolised by the bulldog.
Its ferocious habits were engraved on our hearts, Tuhoe says, If you werent a mobster you werent
worth knowing. He lived this way for 17 years. However, constantly living for the bash, beer, prison
and the possibility of dying in a pool of blood eventually saw Tuhoe search for another way of
doing life. Leaving the Mob was hard. Not only did he face the rejection of his own and the erce
judgemental prejudices of mainstream society, but with the awakening of his conscience came the
realisation of a past lled with inicting pain on others besides himself, and of a life devoid of any
sense of love or hope. This led him down a path of confession, forgiveness and reconciliation. True
Red is the essential biography of one mans fascinating journey from the...
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Reviews
This ebook could be well worth a study, and superior to other. It really is basic but unexpected situations inside the 50 % of your ebook. Once you begin to
read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Pr of. B ufor d Ziema nn
This publication is amazing. This can be for all who statte that there had not been a worth reading through. I realized this publication from my i and dad
encouraged this ebook to find out.
-- Desmond Schuster II
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